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	Polymericmaterials, both “inert” and degradable, constantly interact with the
	surroundings. Because of this interaction changes take place in the polymer
	matrix and small molecules are released to the environment. Reliable methods
	for testing biodegradability and environmental interaction of renewable
	resources and biodegradable polymers are required to answer the remaining
	questions concerning the environmental impact of these future materials.
	In the case of degradable polymers multiple factors affect the degradation
	process and small changes in the chemical structure or product formulation
	may change the susceptibility to degradation or cause different degradation
	product patterns, rendering the product less environmentally adaptable. Development
	of sustainable polymeric materials also demands the development
	of more migration-resistant polymer additives. Chromatographic techniques
	especially gas chromatography and liquid chromatography preferentially coupled
	to mass spectrometric detection are ideal tools for studying these low
	molecular weight compounds and polymer–environment interactions.


	In the first chapter of this volume chromatographic fingerprinting and indicator
	product concepts are presented as tools for evaluating polymeric materials.
	These concepts have great potential in evaluation of degradation state
	and life-time/service-life of polymeric materials, evaluation of anti-oxidant or
	pro-oxidant systems, degradation mechanism and processing parameters as
	well as rapid comparison and quality control of materials. The solid-phase microextraction
	technique has rapidly found applications in numerous fields. The
	second chapter reviews the extraction of polymer degradation products and
	additives, monomer-rests, odour compounds, migrants from packaging and
	medical products as well as extractionof polymer additives fromenvironmental
	samplesandbiologicalfluidsby solid-phasemicroextractiondemonstrating
	the high versatility and potential of this technique also in polymer analysis.
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Algebra 2, Student EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2006

	THE PROGRAM STUDENTS NEED; THE FOCUS TEACHERS WANT!


	Glencoe Algebra 2 is a key program in our vertically aligned high school mathematics series developed to help all students achieve a better understanding of mathematics and improve their mathematics scores on today’s high-stakes assessments.
...
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Metro Revealed: Building Windows 8 apps with XAML and C#Apress, 2012

	Metro apps are an important addition to Microsoft Windows 8, providing the cornerstone for a single, consistent programming and interaction model across desktops, tablets, and smartphones. The Metro app user experience is very different from previous generations of Windows applications: Metro-style apps are full-screen and favor a usability...
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Pro Nagios 2.0 (Expert's Voice in Open Source)Apress, 2006
Who Should Read This Book?
This book is an introductory guide to Nagios 2.0. It presumes no prior knowledge of Nagios
and indeed focuses entirely (with minor digressions) on the current version of Nagios.Itis
designed for system administrators,operations managers,IT managers,and support staff...
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Sales Excellence: Systematic Sales Management (Management for Professionals)Springer, 2012

	This book presents a very novel and strategic approach to Sales Management, an area that has suffered from a lack of sophistication in practice. This content-rich and thought-provoking book has a very unique positioning: It considers the sales performance of an organization at a very high, strategic level and offers specific guidance in...
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2D Object Detection and Recognition: Models, Algorithms, and NetworksMIT Press, 2002
This book is about detecting and recognizing 2D objects in gray-level images. Howare
models constructed? Howare they trained? What are the computational approaches to
efficient implementation on a computer? And finally, how can some of these computations
be implemented in the framework of parallel and biologically plausible neural...
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The Practice of Research on Migration and Mobilities (SpringerBriefs in Environment, Security, Development and Peace) (Volume 14)Springer, 2014

	The migration process is interpreted in a different way when researchers live in so-called societies of origin, than when it is interpreted from societies of destinationâ€•even when research work is multi-situated. The localization of researchers in this field involves numerous factors that influence the modalities for conducting research....
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